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Reddit Windows remains the most popular and available operating system in the world. But macOS has been
gaining a considerable traction. Apple loyalists would argue that their MacBook laptops or Mac desktop
computers outcompete other operating systems due to the seamless integration of macOS with top-of-the-line
hardware specifications. Naysayers have a different contention however. Some would argue that macOS is
severely limited compared to Windows. Others would also argue that the operating system and the entire Mac
computer from Apple is too expensive. To each his own nonetheless. It also has disadvantages that would
seem to make Windows a better alternative. Below are the reasons why you should or should not use macOS:
Why you should buy a Mac computer 1. Simple but powerful user interface: But OS X offers a more
straightforward approach to computing. The user workflow of macOS is similar with iOS. For example,
installing and launching iOS apps are almost the same in macOS. This is also true for updating or deleting
apps. Unlike in Windows, there is no need to go through folder paths or create shortcut icons for quick access.
Note that apps are readily available via the App Store and once installed, they are housed in a centralised app
drawer called the Launchpad. A single folder destination called Application also houses further details and
components related to each app. A simpler GUI could be appealing to individuals who just want to get their
work done. Be reminded, however, that almost all operating systems are not intuitive by default. What sets
macOS apart is that it is clean and upfront. Fewer viruses and other security issues: One of the advantages of
macOS is that it is considerably safer than Windows. Of course, some Apple loyalists would argue that Macs
are completely invincible from viruses or malware. This is no longer true. Far fewer security issues exist for
macOS nonetheless. Some Mac users get by jus fine without any antivirus apps. This means that this OS is
less susceptible to viruses and malware than Windows, It is also worth mentioning that Windows require more
maintenance than macOSâ€”from scheduling and running antivirus scans to updating drivers and patching
applications. Windows is also rattled with clutter and bloatware issues. Seamless integration between OS and
hardware: Apple is both a software developer and a device manufacturer. This means that they have optimised
the macOS to work seamlessly with all of the hardware components of a Mac device. It also ensures that all
hardware components work hand-in-hand. There are many reputable manufacturers of Windows laptop and
desktop computers. However, there are also other manufacturers who merely assemble hardware components
from various original equipment manufacturers. Some seasoned Mac users would attest to the fact that their
computers have a lengthier lifespan than Windows-based computers. There is some truth to this claim. The
seamless integration between macO and hardware means that the overall operation of a Mac computer is
efficient. Comes preloaded with productivity apps: Both are sold separately most of the time. In addition, new
Windows-based laptop and desktop computers come with random software or apps that merely bloat the entire
system and external storage. Examples of these include office productivity apps such as Pages, Numbers, and
Keynote. Other useful apps include the web browser Safari, the email client Mail, and other communication
apps such as Messages and FaceTime. Apple also preloads Mac with several apps for creative professionals.
There is the photo-editing app iPhoto and the video-editing app iMovie. Both apps are intuitive with some
degree of advanced functionalities. There is also the GarageBand app for music production and podcasts.
Effective and unparalleled multitasking feature: Multitasking is another notable advantage of macOS. Mac
computers have hardware specifications designed for multitasking. And because macOS integrates seamlessly
with Mac hardware components, the overall operation is smooth and responsive. The OS also has specific
multitasking features. It responds to built-in shortcut keys or track-pad and mouse gestures for easily
switching between windows or apps that are running in the background. While switching using shortcut keys
is also possible in Windows computers, macOS has a richer feature that centres on easy navigability. This
allows a user to organise all the running apps based on his or her preference. Perhaps, the first desktop might
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run all productivity app while the second desktop might run apps for media consumption. Think of this as
having numerous workspaces. Switching between desktops is possible through shortcut keys or with track-pad
or mouse gestures. Integration with other Apple products: One of the strengths of Apple is that most of the
products under the brand are completely integrated. The iPhone or iPad works best with a Mac computer. The
seamless integration between the macOS and iOS makes switching between devices hassle-free. A user can
start a task using an iOS device and continue it using their Mac computer without the need to synchronise the
two devices using a cloud-based drive such as Google Drive or OneDrive. Synchronising pertinent data and
information such as address book entries and messages are simple and intuitive between Apple devices
because of software and hardware compatibility. Why you should not buy a Mac computer 1. Mac computers
are considerably expensive: This is more noticeable when comparing the price point of Mac computers with
their Windows counterpart. This is a considerable disadvantage of macOS. The high price tag of Mac
computers easily puts off budget-conscious consumers. Remember that Mac computers come with macOS. In
other words, one can only access a legit macOS software by buy a Mac computer. Inflexible when it comes to
hardware upgrades: A standard Mac computer cannot be upgraded easily because most of its hardware
components are integrated both at a design and engineering levels. This is a macOS disadvantage that is
unacceptable for hobbyists. On the other hand, a Windows computer lets user upgrade whatever he or she
likes. A user can build and design his or her computer based on his or her preference or usage requirement just
by purchasing and installing necessary hardware components. Upgrading the hardware is also useful for
extending the lifespan of a computer. Although a Mac computer has a lengthy lifespan due to hardware
integration and optimisation, a component failure can leave the entire device inoperable, thus requiring repair
from Apple tech support. Lack of game titles and advanced gaming experience: There are more game titles
available for Windows than in macOS. This is another noteworthy disadvantage of macOS. Some titles from
independent producers that have gained large following are unavailable for Mac computers. Hardware is also
an issue. As mentioned, Windows computers offer more flexibility when it comes to upgrading hardware
components. This means that a Window-based desktop can easily adopt to changing gaming requirements by
buying necessary hardware component. Upgrading hardware is impossible with Mac computers. Regardless if
a particular game title is available for both Windows and macOS, this means that gamers would not get a
cutting edge gaming experience from a Mac. It is also worth mentioning that Windows has more hardware
support from manufacturers. This makes it a better operating system for gaming. Simply put, macOS is not for
gamers. App ecosystem is still lacklustre: Windows has more software or applications. Developers, especially
small and independent software companies, often consider building software for Windows first because of
greater reach. The fact remains that although Mac computers have become more popular in recent years, there
are still more Windows users around the world. Take note of game titles again as an example. Windows
simply has more software available than any other platform.
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A 2nd generation iPod iPod mini with the user interface set to German In October , Apple introduced its first
iPod portable digital audio player. Then iPod started as a 5 gigabyte player capable of storing around songs.
Since then it has evolved into an array of products including the Mini now discontinued , the iPod Touch , the
Shuffle now discontinued , the iPod Classic also discontinued , the Nano now discontinued , the iPhone and
the iPad. Since March , the largest storage capacity for an iPod has been gigabytes. The new iMac G4 design
had a white hemispherical base and a flat panel all-digital display supported by a swiveling chrome neck.
After several iterations increasing the processing speed and screen sizes from 15" to 17" to 20" the iMac G4
was discontinued and replaced by the iMac G5 in the summer of In , Apple also released the Xserve 1U rack
mounted server. Originally featuring two G4 chips, the Xserve was unusual for Apple in two ways. It
represented an earnest effort to enter the enterprise computer market and it was also relatively cheaper than
similar machines released by its competitors. Apple claims this was the first bit computer sold to the general
public. The Power Mac G5 was also used by Virginia Tech to build its prototype System X supercomputing
cluster, which at the time garnered the prestigious recognition of the third fastest supercomputer in the world.
This model dispensed with the base altogether, placing the CPU and the rest of the computing hardware
behind the flat-panel screen, which is suspended from a streamlined aluminum foot. After creating a sizable
financial base to work with, the company began experimenting with new parts from new suppliers. As a result,
Apple was able to produce new designs quickly over a short amount of time, with the release of the iPod
Video, then the iPod Classic, and eventually the iPod touch and iPhone. This processor contains two cores in
one rather than have two separate processors. Apple has also developed the Power Mac G5 Quad that uses two
of the Dual-Core processors for enhanced workstation power and performance. The new Power Mac G5 Dual
cores run individually at 2. The Power Mac G5 Quad cores run individually at 2. Ginza was followed by a
store in Osaka , Japan in August Another store was opened in Sapporo in A store in the Bullring shopping
centre in Birmingham opened in April , and the Bluewater shopping centre in Dartford , Kent opened in July
Also, in an effort to court a broader market, Apple opened several "mini" stores in October in an attempt to
capture markets where demand does not necessarily dictate a full scale store. These stores follow in the
footsteps of the successful Apple products: These stores are only one half the square footage of the smallest
"normal" store and thus can be placed in several smaller markets. Apple and "i" Web services[ edit ] In , Apple
introduced its iTools service, a set of free web-based tools that included an email account, internet greeting
cards called iCards, a service called iReview that gave internet users a place to read and write reviews of Web
sites, and a tool called KidSafe which promised to prevent children from browsing inappropriate portions of
the web. Mac subscription based service introduced in and discontinued in mid to make way for the release of
the new MobileMe service, coinciding with the iPhone 3G release. Some controversy surrounded the release
of MobileMe services to users resulting in expected downtime and a significantly longer release window. As a
result of this, Apple extended the subscriptions of existing MobileMe subscribers by an additional 30 days
free-of-charge. This service kept most of the core services that MobileMe offered, however dropping iDisk,
Gallery, and iWeb. Music was purchased through the iTunes application, which was initially Macintosh-only;
in October , support for Windows was added. Initially, the music store was only available in the United States
due to licensing restrictions. A version for Canada opened in December The download was The Complete U2
, by U2. Briefly, people in New Zealand were able to buy music off the Australian store. However, that
loophole was quickly closed. On February 23, , the iTunes Music Store sold its 1 billionth song. Since
downloadable TV and movie content was added 50 million TV episodes and 1. In early , Apple celebrated the
10 billionth song downloaded from the iTunes Music Store. Appleâ€”Intel transition In a keynote address on
June 6, , Steve Jobs officially announced that Apple would begin producing Intel-based Macintosh computers
beginning in Rumors of cross-platform compatibility had been spurred by the fact that Mac OS X is based on
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OpenStep , an operating system that was available for many platforms. This introduction came with the news
that Apple would complete the transition to Intel processors on all hardware by the end of , a year ahead of the
originally quoted schedule. At the same address, Jobs revealed a product that would revolutionize an industry
in which Apple had never previously competed:
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Adobe strongly recommends that you do not uninstall this app. However, in certain scenarios like a corrupted
Creative Cloud desktop app, or problems installing some Creative Cloud apps, you can uninstall the Creative
Cloud desktop app. For example, you may receive the following error message while updating the Creative
Cloud desktop app: Creative Cloud desktop failed to update. If you need to uninstall the Creative Cloud
desktop app, download and run the uninstallation tool appropriate for your operating system. You will need
administrative privileges to complete the uninstallation. Download the ZIP file containing the executable
uninstaller. Extract Creative Cloud Uninstaller. Run the executable installer file, Creative Cloud Uninstaller.
The installer prompts you to confirm that you want to uninstall the Creative Cloud desktop app. Review the
message and click Uninstall. The uninstaller removes the app from your computer and displays a confirmation
message. If you have any questions about the installation process, see Download your creative cloud apps.
Download the Zip file and mount the DMG file. Depending upon your security settings, you may receive a
warning to open the uninstaller from the mounted DMG file. Click Open to continue. You can pick the
executable from any machine which has the latest Creative Cloud desktop app installed. The executable is
located at: Run this program from distribution point on all the client machines where you want to uninstall the
Creative Cloud desktop app. The Creative Cloud desktop app can only be uninstalled if all Creative Cloud
applications such as Photoshop, Illustrator, Premiere Pro have already been uninstalled from the system.
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As a business owner, you have many things to consider when you set up your business. One of the most
important technical considerations is choosing a computer system that meets the needs of your business. These
days, that decision will most likely boil down to choosing between the Mac and PC platforms. To make a fully
informed decision, consider factors like your budget, the type of software you use for your business, the data
storage you need, and so on. Styles, makes, models, and manufacturers are numerous â€” and so are the price
points. If price is an issue for your business, you can get a lot more bang for your buck when you buy a PC.
The standards for Macs, on the other hand, are pretty much set in stone by Apple. However, Macs are
generally considered much more stable systems, with less vulnerability to viruses. They are also frequently the
preferred platform for many types of creative professionals such as animators, web designers, and video
producers. Depending on your business, that may be worth the extra money. Mac and PCs both offer a large
suite of features and are quite comparable in many areas. Consider the features that are most important or
necessary for your business before making your final decision. Though many programs are available for both
the Mac and PC, currently many more applications and programs exist in the PC universe. The Mac OS
specializes in some niche programs that may be necessary for your line of work. The Windows PC platform is
typically stronger for traditional software development, finance, project management, office administration,
and data entry and processing â€” data-oriented tasks. Data is a big part of many businesses, so ask yourself
what role it plays in your organization. Do you need a machine that can house a large amount of working files,
or are you transferring most of your data to a larger, off-site platform? If local data collection is important to
you, both Mac and PC are comparable on what they offer on most standard systems. Upgrading a Mac hard
drive can have some challenges, such as the possibility of a voided warranty, or having to take it to a retailer to
do the upgrade. Of course, with either of these machines, adding an external hard drive is always an option.
Apple offers AppleCare, a premium service that covers any problems you might have with your Macs for up
to three years. The only thing that is not included is accidental physical damage. Apple offers a business
version of AppleCare at greater cost, but it mainly offers priority repairs for quicker turnaround â€” the basic
offering is otherwise the same. PCs are mixed bag. In some cases, you can get support at least as good as that
offered by Apple â€” sometimes better. On the other hand, many PC vendors offer very poor support. Since
there are so many PC vendors, be sure and research the support options before buying from that vendor. Video
conferencing capabilities are becoming more and more important for business. Programs like Skype will work
on both a Mac and a PC. However, an advantage of the Mac is that with its native app FaceTime, you can
video conference with anyone on any Apple device iPhone, iPad, Mac. Most people spend a lot of time on
their computers, so whatever platform your choose, make sure that your computer is comfortable and
convenient to use. Pay close attention to options like touch screens, wireless mice and keyboards, and even
screen brightness to make sure the computer platform you choose is right for you. Do you use a Mac or a PC
for your business? What were the key factors you considered when choosing between Mac vs.
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Create and send great looking email newsletters with Direct Mail, an easy to use email marketing app for the Mac.
Download Now for Free.
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This statistic shows the operating system market share worldwide on Desktop PCs In July , the OS market share of the
Windows operating system range was at percent.
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The new Mac Mini is all the desktop you need Apple's new Mac Mini doesn't look much different from its predecessor,
and it's more expensive. Yet the changes under the hood make a case for.

8: â€¢ Apple: Mac sales | Statista
A desktop experience that draws you in and keeps you there. This is the idea behind today's iMac. And now that idea is
more powerful than ever.

9: Operating system market share
These days, I work on a inch MacBook Air. On workdays, I connect it to a second displayâ€”a inch ViewSonic monitor.
My laptop serves as the primary screen, with my Dock at the bottom, and.
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